
40th Petrozavodsk Programming Camp, Winter 2021
Day 1: Jagiellonian U Contest, Grand Prix of Krakow, Friday, January 29, 2021

Problem F. A Very Different Word
Input file: standard input

Output file: standard output

Time limit: 2 seconds
Memory limit: 512 mebibytes

Working as a freelancer has never been easier, you are thinking to yourself, laying in a hammock and having a
drink, scrolling lazily over the next page of requests for work to do. Suddenly, you notice an unusual request. I
must even say, a strange one. One writer is looking for a... word. No, not a usual word, he is in desperate need
of an unusual one. You decide to take this job. After all, who is more experienced in programming some strange
stuff than you?

The next day, you get all the details. The request is from a renowned author who is currently stuck on writing his
next novel. Like, really stuck... to the point that the last season of the TV series based on his work has already
aired. After signing a non-disclosure agreement, you learn that the truth is more complicated than it seemed. The
book has actually been almost complete for several years already, but since then the author has kept rewriting
a single chapter which he can never get quite right. The chapter revolves around a crucial prophecy, which is
intended as a very intricate wordplay on three words of exactly the same length.

You know that the first word 𝑠 is lexicographically earlier than the last word 𝑡 are they have the same number of
characters. Your client wants to find a word 𝑥 of the same length, which is lexicographically strictly between 𝑠 and
𝑡 and at the same time contains the first letter of the promised hero’s name: the character 𝐾. It is possible that
such a word 𝑥 does not exist (which would fully explain all the delays), but... who knows?

Input

The first line of input contains the number of test cases 𝑧 (1 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 100 000). The descriptions of the test cases
follow.

The first line of a test case contains one integer 𝑛 – the length of 𝑠 and 𝑡 (1 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 25 000) – and a lowercase letter
𝐾. The next two lines contain words 𝑠 and 𝑡, composed of lowercase letters of the English alphabet.

The sum of 𝑛 among all the test cases does not exceed 100 000.

Output

For each test case output a single line with one string: any word 𝑥 of length 𝑛, composed of lowercase letters of
the English alphabet, which meets the requirements or “NO” in case no such word exists.

Example

standard input standard output

4

10 m

christmasa

christmasx

6 m

spring

winter

21 a

ithinkthereforeisleep

ithinkthereforeithink

3 z

tcs

tcz

christmass

summer

ithinkthereforeistand

NO
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